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WE HAVE BEEN inundated with a iet-stream of
propaganda from both sides in the present con-
frontation between the firemen and the govern-
ment for a wage-claim between IO and 30
per cent which is over the government's laid-
down limits. To some extent much of this brou-
ha—ha is a ‘demo’ by the government of how
they are standing firm against inflationary
wage claims. The firemen, of course, have no
option but to press their claim, go on strike
and rely on the obvious public sympathy
for their position, and wait, without strike -
pay, for something to give.

The position is complicated by the drafting of
army, air-force and navy fire-fighters, the
existence of part—time firemen and the s_uppos-
ed neut ralism of the fire-masters or chiefs who
are available for instructing novice fire-fight-
GT5.

Undoubtedly the firemen are public servants
with a greater claim to popularity than the
similarly placed police. Their record of serv-
ice deaths and injuries is higher and the sob-
appeal approach of a fireman carrying a child
is a surer card to play than the proverbial pol-
iceman escorting the proverbial old lady ac-
ross the street. - nobody ever got beaten up
in a fire station. Strangely enough the emphasis
of the fire service's function is the preservation
of life - not the preservation of property -
which is responsible for more firemen's deaths
than that of saving life.—_

The government, like the fire brigade, is trust-
ing to public opinion to exert pressure on the
firemen to go back. Public opinion, which may
just be something got up by the newspapers, is
a fickle iade and may depend upon a fluke,
deeper political motives behind the press, or
a mere wave of sentiment occasioned by a
lucky or unlucky accident.

lt is claimed that the recent unofficial power-
workers' strike was called off by pressure of
public opinion but one is inclined to think that

it was union hostility, the threat of unemploy-
ment (which hovers over all contemporary ind-
ustrial relatiore) and the lack of strike pay,
which made it a fiasco.

The organisation of public sympathy (although
a_ll strikers are in fact members of the public)
seems to walk along a razor's edge between
special cases and blackmail. Reared on a TV-
glass teat diet of emergency ward pap - public
opinion of the nurses emerged from their wage
struggle still regarding them as ministering
angels; firemen still have the smoky halo.

§

But in the shadow-play of wage claims and
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anti—inflation counter claims the realities of
life and death shoulder their way to the front
of the stage. How much is a life worth? How
much should we pay those who daily risk life
and health? How much should we pay those
who daily sa ve the lives of others?

We know that man as raw material is worth
very little. Man (and by that l include woman
is expendable in war and in industry. But occ-
asionally the courts, for the very important
reason of administering property and in$ur<IInCe
claims, assess the value in terms of solid cash
of a human life at a cash value acceptable to
the bereaved and which will not financially
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Questions. What is the function of a police
' force?

Answer: To preserve law and order.
Q: How does it perform this function?
A: By impartially collecting evidence

which leads to "the arrest ‘-of a wrong-
doer who is then taken to court for
trial and, if found guilty, punishe.-.'.

Q: This weighty Function demands the
highest qualities-of probity and reli-
ability of those to whom it is entrusted,
does it not?

A: It does indeed.
Q: What would happen in the event that

almost an entire police farce were
found to be deficient in these qualities?

A: Hong Kong.
Q: l beg your pardon?
A: Hang Kong. Nothing would happen.

I-I‘0l\TG KONG is one of the last British
Crown Colonies. It is ruled by a Gover-
nor, Sir Murray Maclehose, appointed
from London. The British Minister res-
ponsible for the colony is the Foreign
Secretary, Dr David Owen.
Hong Kong's economy is based on the
exploitation of cheap labour including
that of children. It is attractive to for-
eign investors. According to one source,
"Expatriate businessmen enjoy a flat
income tax of l5 per cent and expect to
get a full return on their capital in five
years. There are beggars and some
people starve. " The industrial accident
rate is staggering.
The State has two ways of warding off
the revolt that a situation of this kind
must leadfto. The first, the liberal
method, is reform s-- the amelioration of
suffering. But even Maclehose admits
that social security in the colony is "on
a piecemeal sort of basis. "
I-The other method is repression. There
is the overt oppression of a police force,
with troops in the background, openly
dis-ceuraging rebellion. And with this is
a more insidious, less open form which
diverts people's energy and despair into
gambling, prostitution and drugs.
It is the second method that Hong Kong
and, therefore, the British Foreign
Secretary have chosen to use.
The police force is 17, 000 strong. It is
predominantly Chinese and the senior
officers are mainly British. In the early
1970s it became clear that the force was
as bent as a paperclip.
Like their counterparts at Scotland Yard
the Hong Kong police were operating a
grand protection racket in which gamb-
ling, prostitution and drug dealing were
encouraged to flourish. Many British
officers became very wealthy men and
the lower ranks lived comfortably on
their bribes. f

It all hangs together so neatly. The
police control the workers. The work-
ers lose themselves in drugs and gamb-
ling. The police control the drug deal-
ers and gambling racketeers. The State
is happy. The police are happy. Busin-
ess is happy.
But to attract business investment a
State must inspire confidence. Investors
are not only interested in short term
yields but also demand long term polit-
ical stability. As the stories of corrup-
tion began to seep out, undermining the
corporate image of the State, this con-
fidence was in danger of waning.
So in 1974 an Independent Commission
Against Corruption was set up to ass-
uage alarm and encourage businessmen
that something was being done to pres-
erve the security of their investments.
A commission of this kind is in a diffic-
ult position. Nominally independent, it
is inevitably appointed as a public relat-
ions exercise. It cannot afford to be too
successful. But once investigations be-
gin it is irrfpossible to stop at rooting i
out a few corrupt individuals and giving
them exemplary punishment.
Corruption in the police - as we saw at
Scotland Yard - must be institutional-
ised. It must necessarily be part of the
day to day running of the force. Investi-
gation will lead to the exposure of syn-
dicates reaching to the very top.
It was this dilemma that the Commis-
sion found itself in. There was no way
out. Set up to inspire confidence, it
could only wring its hands in alarm as
it became obvious that at least 80 per
cent of the Hong Kong police were cor-
rupt. More and more suspensions, ar-
rests and prosecutions could leave the
colony with no police force at all.
It was at this point that the self-preser-
vation instinct of the police intervened
decisively. A mob of them marched on
the Commission offices complaining
that the investigations were being con-
ducted "unfairly". They were not inter-
ested in the political problems of bol-
stering the confidence of foreign invest-
ords but in their own survival. They
beat up five investigators.
The Government's policy was now in
ruins. If he refused to make conces-
sions Hong Kong was faced with a civil
war in which British troops would be
shooting it out with the police. What
this could lead to was unthinkable. The
stability he set out to achieve would be
a joke.
Maclehose announced an amnesty. Any
corrupt activities engaged in prior to
lst January 1977 would be forgotten.
Only those officers already suspended
or charged would face trial. The gamble
is whether the majority of the force is
willing to accept the sacrifice of a min-

ority. This is still not clear.
The declaration of the amnesty was
greeted with amazement. It was already
clearly a surrender to brute force. The
Governor had been held to ransom and
the state's authority had caved in. What
had Dr. David Owen, the Minister ulti-
mately responsible for the colony, to
say?
A Foreign Office spokesman said: "The
Secretary of State's attitude is one of
full support for the Governor's deci-
sion. "
A few days after the police riot Dr.
Owen made a speech to the Fabian Soci-
ety in London. He spoke of his vision of
of what the Labour Party should be. "A
party, " he said, "which fosters indivi-
duality and decentralised control. "
He declared: "Community co-operation,
participation, workers’ democracy,
decentralised decision-making and the
virtue of the small unit have always I
been high among the values of British
socialism. " —
Hypocrisy is an" overworked word in
political debate. But Dr. Owen, who
presumably took the Hippocratic oath
when he became a doctor, must have
followed this with the hypocrite's oath
when he entered politics.
Hong Kong is a colony. Imperialism is
capitalist exploitation writ large. The
people of Hong Kong are ruthlessly
driven by businessmen whose interests
the State exists to protect. A police
force is essential to keep the people
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in subjection, no matter how rotten and
corrupt it may be.
Owen tells us his dream of socialism, a
dream that few anarchists would contra-
dict. And yet - in real life - his only
concern is to "preserve the kind of ex-
ploitation and misery that is a direct
antithesis to his vision.

Harry Harmer.
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THE REVIVAL, spread, evolution and successes
of squatting in the past ten years in the face of
the failure of successive governments to cope
with ‘the housing problem‘ have pushed the
present govemment to do something about it.
About squatting, that is, and in the way of
governments the thing was to pass a law against
it. So it is under a Labour government that
people can be punished for not having been
able to acquire capital or a mortgage or a
large enough family or poor enough health or

‘long enough years in one place by two years‘
imprisonment. This placates the outraged bel-
ievers in the sanctity of the ownership of prop-
erty, whether privately or publicly owned.
They then have to accommodate their own con-
science as semi-socialists, nominal christians
or civilised people - all of which they are,
and they could not behave like the South
African government and raze 30,000 people's
miserable shacks, leaving them nowhere to
go. And the prisons are already overcrowded.
So, while the legal departments have been
working to make a few thousand people crim-
inals, the housing departments have been de-
vising‘ ways of keeping them good citizens.

For some years now some blocks of squatted
properties have been occupied with subsequent
arrangements with councils by which the prop-
erly is leased for a period of years to a housing
association representing the squatters and
through which rent and rates are paid. The
association undertakes to ensure the vacation
of the property at the end of that time (when,
theoretically, the council would be ready to
start on a redevelopment scheme). The council
would have no obligation to rehouse the occ-
upants unless they qualified in some other way.
Now London boroughs have presented a scheme
to squatters (or is it to known squatters?)
whereby they register with the council - and
they have only until 29 November to do it -
and become ‘licensed’ squatters who will not
be evicted under the Criminal Trespass Law
and will eventually become tenants of the
council. Failure to register leaves the squatt-
ers fair game for summary eviction and/or
prosecution under the Criminal Trespass Law.
The dilemma, to register or not to register,
has caused heartburning within some squatting
groups. This occurred in a large group of over
a hundred people, who occupied a whole
street in Shepherd ‘s Bush in West London,
and who declared themselves a ‘free state‘ -
"Frestonia. " They circulated to the press
their constitution and issued passports, and
were a merry community, whose gaieiy disso l-
ved into bittemess and dissension when faced
with this dilemma, the two homs of which
are represented by those whose purpose in
squatting is fulfilled if they get a roof over
their heads and who would obviously prefer
the secure one of a council tenancy, and the
other by those who either begin with or dev-
elop a view of squatting as a means of revol-
utionary change.

The dilemma faces squatters in the borough in
which Freedom Press is situated, Tower Ham-
lets. Here there are still some streets of
houses which were occupied by the sweat
shop workers whom Rudolf Rocker organised
at the beginning of the century and which
escaped wartime bombing and subsequent
council development; there are blocks of
early tenements built by the council or charit-
able trusts for the improvement of the working
poor which are no longer considered to be of
a standard which even poorly paid workers
should be satisfied with, or are in the way of
some future redevelopment scheme.

On l3 November their occupants packed the
Half Moon Theatre - itself a relic which is
fighting to remain a living community theatre
and not be devoured by property speculators
(see FREEDOM, l October I977) - for a meeting j
called by Tower Hamlets Squatters Union to
discuss their course of action.

They considered information obtained by the
London Squatters Union in their meeting with
the Greater London Council's person in charge
of the ‘squatting exercise‘ Mr Snowskill. The
GLC proposes dividing its properly into I8
districts. They say they will try to rehouse
people in the district in which they are living.
(This is thought unlikely in areas like Tower
Hamlets). There would be a problem where
premises are overcrowded; the GLC would not
grant a licence to such occupiers, but Mr Snow-
skill said that no criminal proceedings would
take place. The licence fee (surely a euphem-
ism for 'rent‘, which absolves the GLC from
liability for repairs?) charged would depend
on the state of the property; rents would prob-
ably range from £ 5-£ l2.50 per week. Ex-
tenants who had rent arrears with the council
would have to pay off all the arrears before
they are given a tenancy, and tenancies would
not be given to people who have failed to pay
their licence fees.

The biggest snag in these proposals appears to
be that the GLC proposes that" normally they
would make only one ‘take it or leave it‘
offer of premises fb_r_T'ehousing and tenancy.
While further offers might be made in except-
ional circumstances Mr. Snowskill did not ex- I
plain what these might be, and refusing the

one offer makes the licensee ‘voluntarily home-
less‘ in which case the only tenancy you would
be likely to get is ‘hard to let‘, i.e. not good
enough for anyone.

Tower Hamlets Squatters‘ Union recommends its
members to register so that they can present
collective demands for rehousing. The princ-
lple demands are that there be (l) No evictions
(2) Equal rights for people licensed under the
scheme, as for those being rehoused from
slum clearance areas, (3) That in fixing of
licensing fees work done by occupying squatt-
ers should be taken into consideration, and
that there should be no claims for so-called
damages caused during takeover, (4) The
GLC‘s normal practice should be followed
when offering altemative accommodation (i.e.
more than one refusal), (5) Tenancies should
be given for the property people are living in,
if they request this, (6) The licensee should
have choice of place for interview, and a
squatters‘ union representative present, (7)
Reasonable licence fees for all.

To register or not to register? Many squatters
are having second thoughts. They believe that
they may be given property on the outskirts
of London instead of where they are living.
And that they will be scattered, whereas the
'squat‘ is a community. But, as one squatter
put it, "lf you don't register you will be even-
tually evicted. lf you then try to squat they
will have the Criminal Trespass Law on their
side. Very difficult position."

Most situations contain a difficult position
for the anarchist. Some feel that it is necess-
ary to refrain from registering (licensed squat-
ters do not have the legal protection afforded
to tenants) and resist squats being broken up.
This probably will result in a few individuals
suffering eviction or prosecution, since exper-
ience teaches that only a minority in such

cases takes the heroic or principled stand.
The alternative is to go along with the major-
ity and bring such weight as the squatting
unions have to bear on trying to get collective
rehousing. lt may seem that the Criminal Tres-
pass Law puts an end to squatting - but the
idea and the experience of ‘tenants take over‘
has spread and can and will be pushed further
in municipal housing .

G.M.
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MIDDLE EAST

THE VISIT OF President Sadat to Israel has,been
heralded as an historic step towards the peace-
ful reconciliation of Arabs and Jews in the
Middle East. Now that the guns are temporar-
ily silent the warmongers dare to speak of
peace. Such political hypocrisy does not con-
vince us anarchists of the validity of such int-
entions. Too many putrefying corpses litter
both sides of the Israeli-Arab conflict as evid-
ence of the fallacy of past and present politic-
al and military proposals,put forward by murd-
erers, gangsters and religious bigots in that
part of the world.

Let it be clearly stated. ln our opinion the
State of Israel is no better or worse than any
Arab State. The proposed Palestinian State
will have the same function as any other state
in the world - to repress its peo le, exploit
and oliticall and sociall control them, and
when necessa send its outh to wage war ag-
ainst the enemy.

In an area of the world ridden with rel-igious,
nationalist and racialist bigotry, it is unlikely
that our anarchist message will be heard, but
let us state it again and again for, as revolut-
ionaries without frontiers to respect, it is our
responsibility to speak out until we are unmist-
akeably heard! We say that only th<-:—abolition
of all states will bring about the freedom for
co-nfifcting peoples of different races and
creeds to choose how to live together in peace
and harmony, in equality and mutual respect,

many people they ought on the contrary to
have liberated or defended from extermination
to be taken seriously now when they speak of
peace. Sadat, Begin and Co. can woo or
threaten as they like; the peoples they claim
"to represent know in their hearts that peace
and freedom will only result from the initiative
of the peoples themselves, over the heads of
their exploiters. The only real obstacle to a
libertarian solution of the conflict are the
Israeli and Arab leaders themselves, including
the Palestinian leaders. lf the gun has any use
at all in this Middle Easf_conflict let it be
turned once and for all against those leaders
who speak of peace and freedom in public but
who, behind the curtain of power politics,
are planning another round of killings of innoc-
ent women and children, hungry protesters,
strikers, students or by-standing Arabs, Jews
and Palestinians. After the "historic" visit of
Tricky Dicky to China nothing more can sur-
prise us in the field of State politics. By now
Sadat isback in Egypt conferring with his
cohorts as to how to kill more protesters, and
Begin is still free in Israel to plan more air
raids against Palestinian refugee camps in the
Lebanon.

After the world-wide publicity given to the
encounter of Sadat and Begin in Jerusalem
last weekend, l am sorry to conclude that, in
this field of State politics it pays to be a

STATE TERRORlST.lnstead of inciting against
you (as they did in the case of the “Baader-

be it in the Middle East or in any other part of _ : _ _ WT? Meinhoff"people) Fleet Street,TV and radio
the world. ‘he E97p“°n and any “"‘U‘e Pc“e5““‘c“" S‘°‘e will unquestionably lick your arsellf such

represent the wishes and peaceful aspirations infamy does not mm you info an Gnqrchish
Cpiiimenting. on British television about the of Jews ond A,-obs. Store |,_._.qde,-5 have acted cOmmdes,1_hen what else will ?
visit of President Sadat to Israel, the London mu;-do;-ously foo Orion ond have |<;||ed foo CLAUDE
|'°Pr°5e"!'°l'lV° °l lhe Pqlesllne l-lbe"°il°" O"9'
anisation stated his fear that the Palestinian
people are once again being betrayed by Arab
leaders. This is probably true. But the object-
ion of the PLO representative that the Israelis
have not given him the some opportunity as
President Sadat to set foot on Palestinian soil
after 30 years in exile seems also to be based
on the grounds that he, like Sadat, should be
able to ... PRAY at the Al Aqsa mosque in
Jerusalem!

,_Presuming that this is what the leadership of the
PLO has fundamentally to offer to the disposs-
essed Palestinian people - a chance to freely
pray at their mosque in Jerusalem - no wonder
the Palestinian refugees (like the Jews in the
past) have continued to suffer in sordid and
vulnerable camps, emotionally, nationalistic-
ally and religiously brainwashed by the PLO
"freedom fighters" into wanting to return to
their own promised land - an Islamic State of
Palestine!

This internationally fanned conflict is another
clear indication of the way in which poor,
ignorant and dispossessed people are exploited
by modern (Israeli) and feudal (Arab) states
combined’, by capitalism and by nationalist
and religious leaders - Arabs and Jews alike.
lf it is true that war is the health of the State,
then the "peaceful" initiatives of Carter,
Sadat and Begin in the Middle East are just
another intemational plot to force a political

FREEDOM's readers‘ megfing was singularly expect to see particular news items appear
unproductive, Afior o hopeful 51-on, with not write them themselves? ls your anarchism
several constructive letters having been re- "e5l'|'l¢ied l° m°°"l"9 °"d bl°"1l"9 ihe "e5l'°b'
ooivod, 1-ho mooring, offended by oboui 40, lishment"? l agree that our ears are not as
dissolved into ideological bickering. We °l°5° l'° ihe 9"°U"d °5 l'l‘eY mlghi be» ll: $°me
were partly to blame for not structuring it ""0""-‘ P9°Pl° °¢lU°llY ¢°"l"llm-‘Ted ihe" We
mgre. Hgwevefl I gqn only repeqj-I comrades’ WOUlC! l“lCIV.8 l'TlOI'8 time l'O ClO SOl'T'I6l'l'lll'lg Gl3OU‘l‘

that if you don't like what we do (and I have it. lf this sounds petulant then that's the way
my doubts about some of it myself, though l l Feel Q1’ l'l'\e "'°me"i-

“‘s‘s" “‘c“ much O‘ “ ‘S 9°°d)' ‘hen w"“'° ln the meantime the consensus about format
s°“‘e“““9 Y°“‘se‘Ve“° ‘F 7°“ con’ °°“‘e um‘ (about all we settled) is that some change is
help in production. There appears to be a needed to make the appearance more striking.
general agreement (shared by comrades from | woujd like to thank G“ H1058 who made

solution in that area at the expense of the other anarchist b|- ' |_,pu ications) t at we need a - - -Pcjesfiniam Arab and Israeli peoples. re Ulur news 0 er However everybody some constructnze effprt (which includes some
9 P P ' ' who were most anti in general).

As qnarchms we do not bejieve fha. the jsrgejh seems to feel that we have the responsibility
to produce this. Why cannot anarchists who D.



"| AM SURE that the brutal vexations and
humiliations of the kind for which Stammheim
has become internationally known will cease -
or they will carry us out of here one after the
other, dead." Ingrid Schubert wrote these
words in a report of 9 August this year, a day
after eight out of the nine RAF prisoners held
at Stammheim at the time (Verena Becker was
being kept apart) were beaten up by no less
than 40-50 guards, brought in from outside for
the occasion. Andreas Baader had been seen
in Gudrun EnssIin's cell (surely not for the
first time?) "with two ice-cold, calculating,
strictly-drilled women murderers", to quote a
comment from the ever-imaginative German
press; the possibility of sex on Stammheim's
seventh floor had thrown the country into an
apparent Frenzy, even though, as Ingrid wrote
afterwards, in such circumstances "it must be
clear that intimate relations among the memb—

| ers of the group (and quite certainly in prison)
run on a level at which sexuality - other than
tenderness, or if you like, sensuality - can
play practically no role. "

After this tragi-comic performance in rather
poor taste Stammheim was restored to its geo-
metric perfection and the prisoners to their
single cells, where they embarked on a hunger
and thirst strike against social isolation. A
little later, on the implausible pretext that
there were insufficient medical facilities in the
prison to cope with the hunger strikers the
group were broken up altogether, Ingrid Schub-
ert was transferred to Stadelheim prison, Mun-
ich where she was the only woman prisoner.

OPPOSITION to the reg|me in Iran IS becom-
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She was placed in solitary confinement in a
cell of the hospital wing and kept there until
her body was found hanging from a rope made
of twisted sheets on I2 November.

Truly, any immediate causes that may be asc-
ribed to her death (given the expressed belief
of her own family and defence lawyers that
she committed suicide) are irrelevant when
compared to what she wrote in August. Ingrid
Schubert, a doctor, had been imprisoned since
I970; she was serving a I4-year sentence after
conviction of "attempted murder" in the rescue
from a Berlin library of Andreas Baader, and
participation in a bank robbery with the subs-
quent Maoist convert Horst Mahler. For most
of seven years she had, like all similar prison-
ers, been subiected to varying degrees of isol-
ation, kept - in the words of a court-appoint-
ed doctor opposed to the treatment of the RAF
captives - in a kind of "extra-territoriality",
an "inverted bell jar" outside the normal func-
tioning of prison life.

After the deaths in Stammheim (the RAF have
since said they were the work of seven West
German secret service agents working in the
prison service) Ingrid Schubert is reported to
have told her lawyer that she would not commit
suicide. Here again, whether or not she chan-
ged her mind, what is certain is the systematic
mental cruelty and humiliation of her confine-
ment, and the fact that she was deprived of
any regular human contact that could have
helped distract her mind or relieve her thoughts
after the events in Stammheim. (The authorit-

ll , called to hear the works of a leading left-
PROPERLY _1'|-||s )1'uv\|z
mg more blatant. Smce the present Shahback
ed by the CIA, regained his throne after the
I953 Nationalist coup, he has steadily clamp-
ed down on all dissent. This repression has in-
volved detention without trial, widespread
torture and the steady build—up of one of the
strongest and most modern military machines
in the world. Revenues from oil have disapp-
eared in massive arms buying, bureaucratic
inefficiency and corruption. Throughout this
the Shah, claiming 2500 years of imperial
heritage, despite the fact that his father was
a donkey driver, has insisted on his "Shah and
People's White Revolution " to modernise the
country. The average Persian, still living as
a peasant in arid deserts or crammed into the
poor half of Teheran, is not so convinced.
Meanwhile, in the northern suburbs, set on
pleasant, cooler mountain slopes, palaces are
defended by armed troops. I

Intellectual protest has grown and last week
56 prominent Iranians issued a letter calling
for a general protest against arbitrary rule.
The chief iustice of Zanian, in the north-east,
has recently resigned under heavy pressure,
due to his "liberal" tendencies (this is entirely
relative of course). Student protests have also
become commoner and the standard response
is to send in troops. The various universities
in Teheran are closed as much as open. Last
week scores of students were iniured in clashes
with riot police. A meeting on Tuesday (I5/

tsh poet, Sa|d Soltanpour, attracted 2,000
and was attacked by police. A march to prot-
est about this on Wednesday was also attacked
and 50 arrests were made. This was followed
by a rampage, banks were stoned and anti-
Swah slogans shouted.

This coincided with the Shah's visit to America
to attempt to buy yet more arms. His army is
already the most modem in the Middle East,
with the help of Britain, France and the US.
In fact British army chiefs were recently (last
autumn) dismayed when Iran obtained the
latest tank armour from Britain years before
they could afford it themselves. To improve
the image of the regime, hundreds of people
were paid to go to Washington and demonst-
rate in favour of the Shah. However, this was
overwhelmed by the anti—Shah demonstrations.
"Welcome Shah" barriers were destroyed and
several effigies were burned. Massive numbers
of police were deployed and enough tear gas
used for it to drift across the White House
lawn and affect the Shah, his wife and Carter.
Now it only needs him to tly ouf one of his
own torture chambers. There were also dem-
onstrations in London , (Oxford Circus is still
scrawled with slogans), and in Paris, as the
party passed through on their way home. -

The entire episode has highlighted the hypoc-
_risy of Carter's "human rights" policy. He
gave a speech reaffirming the military allia-
nce between Iran and the USA and praising
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ies are, of course, perfectly aware of the
murderous potential of solitary confinement; it,
has beenlwidely enough demonstrated in the
POST) 0 ’

It was with anger that we heard the news of
lngrid's death, which has followed quickly.
upon the others. Her report had ended with a
quotation. "'We can only be suppressed if we
cease to think and cease to fight. People who
refuse to end the fight cannot belsuppressed -
they win and die rather than lose_ and die‘,
says Ulrike. “ _ i A
We also must believe that this is true, that
their deaths will not have been in vain, how-
everdifferently we may see the nature of the
fight. But it. is the responsibility of those who
live to break this criminal systeminto small
pieces, and these pieces in their turn to burn
to ashes.

 c.|=.
the Shah's "enlightened leadership." This IS
a level of enlightenment which holds an esti-
mated 40,000-l00,000 political prisoners.
Amid flurries of publicity some l,500 have
recently been released. However, many of
these have completed their sentences and R
many were immediately rearrested anyway. L
The Shah recently said that torture had not
been used in Iran during the last year.

D.P. I

ANARCHISTFILM  
COLLECTNE

Since we launched the idea in FREEDOM -
No 22 - 29/I0/77 — page 4 - of setting
up an Anarchist Film Collective in Britain,
we have received a number of letters and ver-
bal offers showing jnterest in this idea. y
We are pleased toinform that at this up
there are enough people interested inA,F,C,,
to form an initial group with the responsabili-
ty of further developing this initiative.
Could those who contacted Claude by letter
or by word (or anybody else interested in this
project for that matter. .) please attend our
first meeting on THURSDAY, FIRST OF DE-
CEMBER , at 7. PM , at Freedom Bookshop,
84B Whitechapel High St LONONDON El.
If you are unable to attend, please phone us
during the meeting (249.9249) or write a card--A
stating thebest date and time for a 2nd mee-_,
ting of the A.F,C, Claude. I,

K
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Dear FREEDOM,

I would like to reply to a number of points
made by Francis Ellingham in the last issue of
FREEDOM, on my article on the closed shop
which appeared in a previous issue.

Although my analogy between the state and
the union closed shop was satisfactory up to a
point, it was, however, invalid for the follow-
ing reasons.

As anarchists, we are all agreed that the
state is never really necessary and the exist-
ence of it prevents the realisation of a free
and equitable society. But while it exists and
furthermore, while it maintains a privileged
and propertied class system, some sort of wor-
kers‘ organisation is essential to defend the
workers from the ravages of capitalism.

To be sure, the unions as constituted at pre-
sent are in a pretty bad way from out point of
view; but do we then iust sit back and pour
scorn on them? And have nothing at all to do
with them? N01 I believe that until the cre-
ation of an alternative workers‘ organisation
--based on anarchist principles--becomes a
viable proposition, we must seek to put anar-
chist ideas across from inside the union, and
attempt to give it a libertarian direction.

Francis Ellingham's ‘I shall look after my-
self...‘ attitude, if adopted by the workers,
is quite unrealistic. It fails to take into ac-
count the massive imbalance in bargaining
power between employer and solitary worker.
Thus, the so-called ‘moral bullying‘ which

he condemns—-'potent' only in so far as it acts
upon guilty conscience—can be seen for what
it really is: self defence byworkers who see
themselves in danger from a disintegrating
union. For it is not so much the fact that
those non-unionists are parasitical that is the
problem, but that they are invariably anti-
union and as such pose a real threat. -—-

Francis Ellingham would have me conclude
from my argument that anarchists (presumably
nan-tax paying ones?) are parasites, because
they indirectly benefit from state activity with-
out doing anything to support it. Quite true‘.
It seems to me that being a parasite on the
state—our mutual enemy—is highly desirable,
and should everywhere be applauded IO

‘ It is quite a different matter altogether when
being such a thing threatens the livelihood of
your workfellows and plays into the very hands
of those reactionary elements such as George
Ward; where the word 'exploitation‘ is no lon-
ger an abstract metaphor, but a word fully re-
stored to its harsh i9th century meaning.

D.G.H.

Comrades, '

Your coverage of West German repression is
welcome. Under Herr Schmidtler the regal
successor of the Nazi regime occupies its time
with the legal niceties of reclaiming £ 30,000
worth of postage stamps found in a Philadelphia
attic whilst allowing Hitler's storm-troopers to
re-emerge to full respectability in SS-Stadt
Nassau. In the meantime, another Baa der-
Meinhaf idealist ‘commits suicide‘ in the
psychiatric prisons. "

Have no illusions. A new German fascism is
on the march and it aspires to be the leader of.
a new European fascism. The ventriloquist
SPD is the new NPD and Schmidtler is its
dummy. Or is this ex-Nazi soldier the real
son of Hitler? Paint on the moustache. See the
resemblance.

Fraternal greetings,
Anthony.

F‘ [T1 '-l ‘-1F1 79 cn

IN THE wake of an announcement by the West
Germans that the deaths of the three RAF pris-
oners were suicides, new historical finds relat-
ing to World War Two and the Holocaust have
been made public. Documents dated before
and during the War were recently discovered
in a beer hall in Munich. According to a
spokesman for the Federal Republic, these pap-
ers prove categorically that the deaths of 6
million Jews during those years were self-inf-
Iicted.

The government spokesman told a news confer-
ence that an elaborate and secret plot assisted
by the lawyers for the arrested clients and inv-
olving a massive network of communications
and gun smuggling was responsible for what we
know as the Holocaust. These documents reveal
that the interned Jews, in an attempt to dis-
credit German policies of that day, stuffed
themselves into ovens after removing the gold
fillings of their teeth while others shot them-
selves with machine guns and rifles obtained
from their lawyers.

Noted psychologist and ballistics expert Hans
von Krupp, drawing on the similarities between
the suicides of the Stammheim Three and the
Reich Six Millions, offered a theory to explain
the incidents. "Both groups were attempting to
give substance to their allegations that the
German regime was repressive. To do so they
engineered their own deaths to make themselves
martyrs," said von Krupp in a copyrighted inter-
view.

"Everyone is aware of the persecution complex
common to all Jews and anarchists, and no
doubt this paranoia was a factor in their decis-
ions to commit suicide", added the psychologist..Th - | , d -ncidem -- he wen, 0,, ° THE LONDON Borough .i Lambeth I... ¢..-ese are no ISO a e | , .
"A classical clinical example, one of the earl-
iest, is the case of Gustav Landauer. Landauer,
who was both Jewish and an anarchist, beat
himself to death with rifle butts after learning
of the failure of a terrorist group in Bavaria."

T. Simmons

"YOU CAN'T teach children in school what
life's really like because if you did you are
going to have a ready-made Baader-Meinhof
gang in two or three years here."

--—Singer Richard Newman, quoted in
South London Press (4.Il.77)

oops .'
WE GREATLY REGRET that Harry Harmer's
excellent article "When the Money Runs
Out" in our previous issue was marred by
omissions in the typesetting. The oomplei-o
first paragraph should have been:

‘Power is to do with manipulation--the mani-
pulation of people and of resources. The re-
wards of being a successful manipulator are
wealth—and increased power. The unsuccess-
ful manipuIator's losses are, more often than
not, borne by the people he exploits.‘

In the continuation on p.3 the words ‘A
isn't such a wonderful thing to‘ were omitted
from the sentence that continued ‘have and
the loss of that alone is not necessarily a per-
sonal disaster‘.
BERNERI An omission was also inadvertently
made in the typesetting of Michele Corsent-
ino's article on "Camilla Bemeri and The
Liberal Revolution “ in this issue's revi-Qt-.
Following the reference to Proudhon's anti-
communism at the end of the fourth full para-
graph on page I0, the text should read:
“Berneri‘s first hand knowledge of the theor-
etical texts of nineteenth century anarchism
enabled him to make a fundamental enquiry
into the theoretical questions of anarchism
that relate to matters of the past, even if in
a 'revisionist' manner. In his analysis of that
same letter he draws close to another well-
known anarchist thinker and 'enthusiast' of
Proudhon, Bakunin, and points out certain
aspects in the Russian's thoughts that support
free trade. "He praises North American lib-
eralism (the trusts had not yet arisen) and
says ‘Freedom of industry and commerce is a
great thing, and an essential foundation,
among others, of the future international all-
iance between all peoples of the world.‘ But
he adds "His enthusiasm for liberalism does
not prevent him from recognising that as long
as centralised govemments exist and labour is
the slave of capital ‘economic freedom will
be of direct benefit only to the bourgeoisie.
And again, "The historical proof of Bakunin's
anti-communism lies in the fact that the
communist tendencies within the lntemational
will triumph in I867, when Bakunin's activity
was almost entirely suspended." (6)
We apologise to authorsand to readers, and
reassure them that the typist has now acquired
a new pair of glasses!

demned as 'm|schievous‘ a booklet issued by
the local Comm unity Law Centre advising
tenants on how to force the council to pay
for essential repairs to flats.

The booklet, produced at the Union Place
Resource Centre, outlines repairs which are
council responsibility and describes what to
do to force action on. dilatory authorities.

If the council are unwilling to move
quickly enough the book suggests getting re-
pairs done privately and sending them the bill

What angers the council is the quotation
of legal precedents for deducting the cost of
repairs from rent if the bill is not paid within
seven days.

Council officials are studying the docu-
ment to see if it can be challenged legally.

—£_ - e 2 _ L I _
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embarass or actually prejudice the great ins-
urance moguls. It has even been known for
the law in its majestic concern for capital
equity to assess the nubile charms of a widow
so that her compensation for loss of a spouse
may be adjusted by a reduction for re-marriage-
bility prospects.
Only this week we have had the lofty dispens-
ation of Iargesse for the deaths (by plutonium

 -izi _ {V i *_

us - if we are to believe the papers - flood,
fire , famine etc., that the armed forces be
organised full time tocope with these prob-
lems and they may lose their taste for aggress-
ion in constructive work. After all, they are
volunteers for danger. P

It needs also to be considered whether there
is a need for full-time firemen, police men,
or even armies come to that. Such institutions,
as Illich has pointed out regarding medicine,
have a vested interest and cultivate an un-
wanted dependency. The smaller communities
have volunteer part-time firemen now and

poisoning) of atomic workers 0' W'ndsca‘e' a decentralised society would use nothing else.When questionable materials, unsafe processes
and dangerous techniques are the daily lot of I The °°"i"°lll5°d l-"'59" 5P"°Wl5 Wlil‘ iliell‘ l"U9edan erous tower and office blocks and themany workers in industry - and agriculture — 9
it is fitting that the judicial process shall be il"d°l"l°°>< °l"'°"il¢°l m°""l‘°°l"-ll'l°5 h°V°
1-he sole slow q|-bji-er in deciding whei-|-‘er q brought into necessary being this technologic-
man died d dedih which should be pdid for di ally prepared fira—sen/ice Far technological
a bargainer's rate or whether it was his own Problems. 5¢ieI'\¢e, Q5 ever; l5 Useful for gett-
fqulj-L ing us out of the troubles which science got

T § us into.

This week has also seen a strike by journalists A Useful °"°l°9Y ls ilie Old Kropotkin example
h b of the lifeboat - the service and provision of‘remember those people who give suc un ias—

ed accounts of strikes who get to be editors which at innumerable stations all around the
who usually advise us not to strike and go on C005? ' OTB entirely V0lU"l'°l'llY mclnned “lidsu orted b voluntary contributions. In ato_castigate and denigrate strikers?) PP Y Iso-called welfare state it is to the state s
These Grub Sfiee‘ hacks have 's°'"°‘1 Is°“'? shame that this institution, since it must nec-
?" ‘hem C?“ rec?) ‘lhol °"'e‘ workers ‘n "'6" essarily extend its services to foreign seamen,
"'d"s“‘7 l"'_c""d‘_n9 _c‘e°ners' Turk you have must remain voluntary. However it is to the
succeeded “' w""9“'9 ou‘ an ‘ncreuse ‘n honour of society and a corroboration of the
'he'r,w°9es due '0 lechnologlcql change ,- principle of mutual aid that such institutionsmeaning redundancy for some. Now the |our— flourish
nalists claim that proportionately they should
get the same rise to maintain t e differential Evan Wm‘. iliqi "10" °bl"I0l'l'e"i Oi even": brings
which fixes the class-barrier between these out this aspect of co-operation. 5iI'ecl' Flie-
quasi-intellectuals and the proletariat. fighting parties, shelter parties and fire-watch-

ing were completely voluntary - and well
This dog eat dog struggle folrdifferentials is maintained _ in the earjy days of the war,
c"‘°"'e‘ aspeci of the Oppal mg wage sYs'em' before officialdom made them compulsory.
this one perpetuated and maintained by the
unions despite its divisive and class-ridden The firemen's strike is riot, as many believe,
structure. To a commonsense way of thinking, a simple issue of cash. It throws a lurid glow

0 0 0 0 9 dit is obvious that in an ideal society the most on the problems Ol‘ WOI'l<, lliei de°ll'l" Q" 1'65“
dirty, boring, arduous and dangerous work ponsibility in this and a free society.
should, be the best paid and that the most inter-
esting, skilful and intellectually challenging
work should be paid the least - in fact people
should queue up to do it.

If the drudgery were better paid, it would soon
be seen that society must eliminate such work
(even the bosses might) and the irreducible
minimum such as the dangerous jobs (like fire-
fighting, nursing etc) would, in a free society,
only be open to volunteers and not subject,
as all is today, to the profit and cash motive.

Under the profit system today the value of any
work is what it will pay. The worker has be-
come corrupted with the profit ethos of the
system, for which who can blame him? But
this, as the history of the unions and the
course of inflation show, is no solution.

In monetary terms it is impossible to assess the
value of a life, value of a skill or the value
of a service to society. At one level all ser-
vices to society (which are services) are of
the same value and shou-I-d_be entitled to draw
upon reciprocal services rendered by all other
members of society. In a free society it will
be so.

§

It is ironical that during the fire-service

JACK ROBINSON

NOTE.lndividuaI firepersons at Tooting Bec
(see photo) in conversation with your FREEDOM
correspondant,report high morale and deter-
mination to carry the strike through.About
one in three passing vehicles hoot in solidarity
and many passers—by stop to chat ,sign the pet-
ition and donate money.The pickets are putting
in 9 or I5 hour shifts.

I

crisis the armed services, that most parasitic,
useless and expensive profession, is making
itself useful for once. One hesitates to con-
done what appears to be strike-breaking, but .
it may be a solution for the dangers that beset __ Tin 1-kb_'i't\A<'i-5 no i.iA~{ Foo, A __
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Meetings

LET WITHOUT MARX next mtg. Frida 2
December at The Roebuck pub, l08uTottenham
Court Rd. W.I. 7.-30 pm. Al’-the last mtg.
we decided to begin by looking at Marx and
Engels‘ Communist Manifesto.

Tuesda December Br. Withdrawal from N.
Ireland Campaign. Monthly mtgs for London a
area supporters. At 6 Endsleigh St . WCI .
7 m for new supporters, 7.30 pm business.
NEW YORK. Libertarian Book Club Thursdgyg
8 December . Samuel H Friedman's "Ref ec-
tions of Sixty Years". 7:30 pm at Workmen‘s
Circle Center, 369 8th Avenue, 29 Street,
New York City. Adm. free, refreshments.
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FREEDO SCO "ACTS PAGE
NEXT DESPATCHING DATE is THURSDAY
DECEMBER 8. Come and help from 2 pm on-
wards. You are welcome each Thursday after-
noon to early evening for informal get togeth-
er while despatching (or Folding) FREEDOM

AB ERYSTWYTH. Mike Sheehan , Newadd
Caerlaan, Victoria Terrace,Aberystwyth.
 ST. For aBelfast an'drcI"rist'contact “F
B.A.C., c/o 52 Broadway, Belfast I2 (corres-
P<-?@El.e."°@ 9l">’)-=5. to ,_ _. _ _. ___.__
BRISTOL. Anyone interested in forming group
contact Bob, Flat 4, I4 Westfield Park,
Redland, Bl'lSI'Ol
BOLTON, contact 6 Stockley Ave., Harwood,
Bglton (tel. 3875I6).
CAMBRIDGE, Raphael Salkie, Queens‘ Col-
lege, Cambridge.
CORBY anarchists write 7 Cresswell Walk,
_C_9_l_'__lay_,__l:l_clrthant$.
COVENTRY write John England, 48 lzarlsdon,
Coventry .W My
DOT1T<ING‘l.liB_erta'ri'dri group, Howard Fuller,
6 Oak Ridge, Goodways, Dorking Surrey
(tel. 378I4).
EAST ANGLIAN Libertarians, Martyn Everett,
II Gibson Gardens, Saffron Walden, Essex.
EXETER Anarchist Society, Devonshire House,
Sto<_:_l_§_er Roai, University of Essex.
LEAMINGTON 8. Warwick, c7o 42 Bath St.,
Leamington Spa.
LEEDS, Tonu Kearne , 4 Rpw, Leeds 7.
LEICESTER, c7o Blackthorn Books, 74 High-
cross Street , Leicester.
OXFORD, Martin Harper, Keble College
PORTSMOUTH, Carolyne Cahm,2 Chadderton
Gardens, Pembroke Park, Old Portsmouth.
READING University Anarchists c7o Students
Union, University of Reading
SHEFFIELD . Change of address. Sheffield
Anarchists (8 Libertarians), Box IA, 34I
Glossop Road, Sheffield I0 (tel. 667029 or
73I780. Regular mtgs. Tuesday night at I0
Hanover Square, Sheffield 3 (tel.73l780).
Students contact Box I59, 34I Glossop Rd.
THAMES VALLEY, Adele Dawson, Maymeade
6 Congress Rd. , Maidenhead(tel .062 2974).
WESTON-super-Mare. Anyone interested in
forming group contact Martyn Redman, Flat 5,
23 Milton Road|,Weston-s.-Mare,Somerset.

LONDON FEDERATION of Anarchist Groups,
Anarchist Black Cross, I23 Upper Tollington
Park, N.4. (tel. 69I 6533)
Anarchy Collective, 29 Grosvenor Ave., N5
(tel. 359 4794--before 8 pm).
Brixton Anarcho— Situationists, 8 Heywood
House, Tulse Hill, SW2 (tel. 674 6402)
Clapham, 3 Belmont Rd. SW4 (tel.622 896I)
East London Libertarians, I23 Lathom Rd.,
E.6. (tel.552 3985).
Freedom, 84B Whitechapel High St., Angel
Alley, E.I. (tel. 247 9249).
Hackney Anarchists-—contact Dave 249 7042
Kingston Libertarians, I3 Denmark Road,
Kingston-upon-Thames (tel. 549 2564).
London Workers Group, Box W. I82 Upper
St. N.I. (249 7042)
Love V Power (write only) Desmond Hunter,
4 Sw-inton Street, WCI .
S.E.London Anarchist Feminist Group, 54A
Westbourne Drive, Forest Hill, SE23 2UNt
(tel. 699 0268). I

South London College, Knights Hill, West
Norwood (tel. 678 7886).

KENT ANARCHIST FEDERATION:
Canterbury (I Steve Dawe, I2 Claremont
Place, Wincheap, (2) University: Dave Nor-
man, Univ. of Kent Anarchist Group, Keynes
College.
Ramsgate: Peter Ford, 22 Royal Road.
Sevenoaks: Jim Enderby, 70 Bradbourne Rd.
MIDLANDS ANARCHIST FEDERATION, Sec
Louise Crane, I3 Arden Terrace, Braunstone,
Leicester (tel. c/o Sid 8. Pat Leicester 86451 I)

INORTH WEST ANARCHIST FEDERATION
6 Stockley Ave.,Harwood,Bolton('teI.
Bolton 3875I6). Mthly mtg., newsletter.

ANARCHIST STUDENTS Network: Secretariat
moved to Reading University Anarchists, c7o
Students Union, University of Reading

SCOTTISH LIBERTARIAN FEDERATION:
Aberdeen: Mike, c/o A.P.P.,I67 King St.
(tel. 29669). Also for Dundee, Fife, Edinburgh
Glasgow: C. Baird, I22 Benneray St., Glas-
gow G22 (tel. 336-7895), also for Port Glas-
gow and Stirling .

WE WELCOME news, reviews, articles, let-
ters. Latest date for receipt of copy forhext
Issue (N. 1+) IS Monlbabl 5"‘ gpeo.
No charge is made for use of the Contact Col-
umn. All items for insertion must however ar-
rive by the above date——and if possible earli-
er. Frequently valuable publicity for events is
lost by comrades not taking into account our
fortni htl schedule.

Meetings
BIRMINGHAM Libertarian Socialist group
meets every Sunday 8 pm in The Fox 8 Grapes,
Freeman St. (near Moor St. station) ._ Informa-
tion from Pete Le Mare, 2 Florence Place,
Ombersley Rd. Birmingham I2
London

CENTRO IBERICO now meeting at 42I Har-
row Road, London W.9. Saturdays 8. Sundays
3-II pm. (Postal address: Miguel Garcia,
I23 Upper Tollington Park, London N.4.
(Internat. Libertarian Centre mtgs soon.
LONDON WORKERSI Group for working
onavolw;-l;s8. other independent militants.
Next mtgs. Tuesday 6 and 20 December at
Rising Free, I82 Upper St. N.I. at 8 Pm

POLISH-speaking anarchists 8. other interested
in creating some form of information exchange
concerning the past, present 8. future situa-
tion in Poland lease contact Jan at Freedom.
PRISONERS AID. New group within Camb~-
ridge group is collecting books (anarchist and
non-anarchist) and publications to Send to
prisoners. Send lit. to RAF SALKIE, W I4
QUEENS‘ COLLEGE , CAMBRIDGE, and in-
form him if you know of aprisoner who wants
literature . V y
CHILDREN. The A.S. Neill Trust is com-
piling a list of Free Schools, Communes,
Home Education proiects or any activities
designed to secure more freedom and more
respect for children. Please send information
to Michael Duane, I0 Wavertree Road,

London SW2 or phone 0I-674 4368 (COR-
RECTION of wrong number listed last issue)
 

I would like to rent/buy/squat in a room in a
shared house. Julia Rosenak. Tel. 348 9595
Spanish comrade, man, aged 25, still needs a
room, preferably in a shared house. Please
contact Freedom (Box M.)

Rights in the Armed Forces . ‘AI’ E059‘ 9I\/65
free and conf|dent|al advice to servicemen
who can't find their way through Queen's
Regulations to the rights they have to shorten
engagement, seek discharge on conscientio
or other grounds. Write to At Ease, c/o I
Elgin Avenue, London W9 or call any Thurs-
da between 7 30 and 9 30 p.m. I

Literature Tl
NEWS LE‘|"l'ER for Libertarian Library w..|<.0
No.5 now available. Send SAE to Martyn
Everett, II Gibson Gardens, Saffron Walden,
Essex CBIO IAW.

International
AU ST RA L IA
Canberra: Alternative Canberra Group, I0
Beltana Rd. Piolligo, ACT 2809
Victoria: La Trobe Libertarian Socialists,
c7o SRC, La Trobe Univ. Bundoora, Vic.3083
Libertarian Soc. Fed. of Aust. c/o 4 Roosevelt
St., Reservoir, Vic. 3073.
N-ew South Wales P.Stones, P0 Box 26,
Warrawaong, N.S.W.
Sydney Federation of Aust. Anarchists, Box
92, Broadway, 2007 Australia
Sydney Libertarians, P0 Box 54, Darlinghurst
20l

NEW ZEALAND

v|a:
P0.Box 2052 Auckland
R0. Box 22-607 Christchurch
International Books, I23 Willis St., Well-
ington
Daybreak Bookshop, P0 Box 5424, Dunedin

UISIA.

New York: Libertarian Book Club, Box 842
GPO, New York l00l2
SRAF Freespace Alternate. U, 339 Lafayette
St. New York City, NY l00l2
Missouri: Columbia Anarchist League,
P0 Box 370, Columbia, M0 6520l
San Francisco: Free Socialist,P0 Box l75l,
San Francisco, CA. 94l0l
 i

EuRoP€
Denmark: Anarkist-Synd. Bogcafe, Studie-
straede I8 , DK I455 Copenhagen.
German : Anarchist Federstion of Baden:
ABF Info-Bd'ro, Postfach I6I, 7I7 Schwabisch
Hall, Germany.
'Gewaltfreie Aktion' (non-violent action)
groups assoc. with WRI, libertarians. For
further information write Korl-Heinz Sang,
Methfesselstr. 69, 20000 Hamburg I9.
 
Published by Freedom Press, London, E.I.
Printed by Women in Print, London SEI7 and
Magic Ink, Margate.
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The Italian anarchist theorist and militant, Camillo
Berneri, was assassinated during the Spanish Civil War, on
5 May 1937. In his II)00I‘.lBlZ Berneri in Qpain (see footnotes)
Max Sartin described his intellectual contribution to anarch-
ism as essentially one of anti -dogmatism: ‘He saw anarchism
as an ideal and movement still in formation; he felt the need
to escape from the general and abstract formula of the faith
to confront with audacity all the problems and complexities of
life and to resolve them through a practical and concrete ap-
proach. His impatience with the "sacred tablets", which at
times gave him the appearance of a dangerous iconoclast,
derived from his anxiety. . . to protect independence of thought
not only from the authority of the established institutions but
also from that, no less pernicious, of dogma and all apparent
dogmatism. '

The following article by Michele Corsentini gives an
example of this regarding one particular period of his life,
his collaboration on Piero Gobetti's magazine the Liberal
Revolution, during the tragic twenties, when fascism rose
 fians1amr.

i l i

THE FIRST TIME I came across the name of Piero Gobetti was in the long
distant October of I943 (when I was still a callow youth)—in the pamph-
let La scuola (The School), edited by the almost 80-year old Sicilian
anarchist Paolo Schicchi. He had published it in Palermo as one of his
occasional publications which had a wide distribution in Sicily, especi-
ally of course in areas with a socialist and anarchist tradition . Schicchi
was in fact the most Prestigious personality of militant antifascism; he
was also the island's oldest anarchist, a veteran of many battles during
the period that bridged the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. He
launched this popular tract a few months after the disembarkation of the
Anglo-Americans in Sicily and the subsequent official fall of fascism.

Having made a few penetrating observations on the school system as it
was before and during the fascist period, Schicchi-took the opportunity to
to pay tribute to the Italian intelligentsia as represented in some of its
best men——Benedetto Croce, Roberto Bracco, Filippo Turati, Toscanini,
Luigi Galleani, Permi, Giacomo Matteotti, etc., etc., who had refused
to kowtow to MussoIini's regime and who paid for this refusal with perse-
cution, prison, confinement and death.

Schicchi's tribute to these men was disinterested and chivalrous; it did
not have the aim of substituting new idols for those who had perished in
the turbulence of war. Thus it was that those of my generation who were
born under fascism and had been kept ignorant of every display of free
thought, began to know those who had devoted themselves to the task of
making Italy a freer country. And among the antifascist writers and sci-
entists Schicchi recalled, I was struck in particular by one name—per-
haps because it was that of a youngster who had been the "guide and
teacher of many mature men", as V. E. Orlando was to say on the 25th
anniversary of his death.

To use Schicchi's few concise words: "Remember Piero Gobetti, his
noble and precocious intelligence, the real hope he represented for
Italian letters;/femember him7 who died so young in exile; Benito
Ganellonell) Fad ordered thgprefect of Turin to ‘make his life imposs-
ible‘, and the honourable prefect followed his orders so conscientiously
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Camillo Bemeri ‘

that Gobetti, subjected to unprecedented persecution, went to die
abroad. "
It was the periodical Energie Nuove (New Energies) that first revealed
the brilliant gifts of the seventeen-year-old Torinese writer; and within
a few years Gobetti had reached the stage where he was able, on I2
February I922, to found the weekly Rivoluzione Liberale (Liberal Revo-
lution). This was the best political and cultural periodical of that tragic
and tumultuous era that followed the first world war in Italy, the time
when fascism rose to power through a piece of bufoonery otherwise known
as the ‘March on Rome'.

The Liberal Revolution had a twofold function: on one hand it was en-
gaged in the struggle against the clientelist undergrowth of governmenliz)
and the political corruption (which were, and unfortunately remain, the
endemic diseases of Italian life), while at the same time it fought fasc-
ism and its most reactionary supporting groups among the representatives
of capitalism, the landowners and the decrepit ruling class of the pre-
fascist period which, uncontested, had dominated the scene in the first
fifty years of united Italy. On the other hand Gobetti's approach was

a historicist one; he wished to create a new ruling class from among the
intellectual elite in conjunction with the proletarian masses, through
the conquest of the liberal institutions (liberal in the liberating sense of
the Gobettian concept), thereby bringing Italy towards the7adoption of
democratic attitudes at a European level. It is obvious that in Gobettn
the political task was inseparable from the cultural one; the magazine
was therefore complemented after about a year“ by a publishing house
which played an invigorating and illuminist role in Italian culture.

In his varied intellectual activity as a publicist Gobetti "showed him-
self to be a cultural organiser of extraordinary value", as Gramsci nqted
in I926. Gobetti's peculiar characteristics - apart from his indisputable
brilliance as a writer — were his moral intransigence regarding any form
of opportunist and tactical compromise, and an aversion to rhetoric.
This he had learned from the school of political realism which originated
with Salvemini (3.) and was af particular significance in a counh-y like
Italy where rhetoricians, conformists and opportunists abound. He provid-
ed an honest and reliable focal point for those intellectuals of diverse
and opposed political views who managed to gather around his magazine
(4-). But among all the intellectuals of Gobetti's circle the only anarch-
ist was Camillo Berneri. Bemeri had entered political life (that of the
socialist movement ‘in Reggio Emilia) at the equally precocious age of
fifteen. He had been educated in the school of that renowned reformist
socialist, Camillo Prampolini.

During his activities as a socialist Berneri came into contact with anar-
chist workers, and at about twenty years of age became an anarchist.
For a further twenty years he played a primary role as scholar and theor-
etician in the Italian and international anarchist movement. (And at this
stage it is also necessary to recall another of lis teachers, Gaetano
Salvemini of the University of Florence, for whom, together with the
Rosselli brothers, Ernesto Rossi and the Catholic Giuseppe Donato,
Berneri was a favourite pupil. )

What could Bemeri contribute toso much learning in the heretical col-
umns of The Liberal Revolution?



I
There was, of course,room for yet another heretic, and through the
magazine Bemeri was able to develop his ideas freely, in open discuss-
ion with other ¢OI1tl'li>UtoI'$_.

Almost all Berneri ‘s work as a publicist is still scatterediamong a variety
of periodicals published both in Italy and abroad (with the exception of
a few pamphlets and a couple of anthologies). But it is worth remember-
ing the activity of the young anarchist through those writings which
contributed much of value to the period of struggle and wide-ranging
thought that marked The Liberal Revolution.

Chronologically the first of Berneri"s writings is a letter to Gobetti
which appeared in no. ll of the magazine (24 April I923) bearing the
title “Economic Liberalism in the International. “ Berneri‘s notes on
the critical position of the anarchists in the First International regard-
ing the choice between diverse and decentralised economies on the one
hand and the single,centralised economy of the Marxist State on the
other, are still interesting and relevant. I

Bemeri remarked that many cultured people were either ignorant of the
ideas and history of anarchism or had only a surface knowledge of them,
and this notwithstanding the important if not primary place they had
occupied in the history of socialist thought. He takes the opportunity to
open o debate, or rather perhaps to clarify certain misunderstandings,
with such eminent scholars as Gaetano Mosca. taking as starting point
a false judgement that had been made by him. In an article on historical
materialism, Mosca had placed Proudhon with the utopian socialists
and thus arm in arm with Blanc, whom Bemeri attacks as having put
"Equality on the left, Liberty on the right and Fratemity in the middle,
like Christ between the good and bad thieves." Further, Bemeri stresses
that the formula "from each according to his capacity to each according
to his needs" had been criticised by Proudhon, wh o had called it lai

er‘s casuist - for who can evaluate capacity and who will be judge
of needs? (Eli

“Mosca's error is interesting" Bemeri observes "because it shows_ how
many students of socialist history have failed to take account of the
fact that the collectivism of the International had an essentially critical
value, and this has been denied even by some anarchists like Luigi
Fabbri, who argue that anarchism is ‘traditionally and historically soc-
iaIist.""Not being in agreement with Fabbri ‘s thesis, Bemeri develops
h' n alon the following Iines:- "The International was born inis ow g
France, from the ideological climate of Proudhon's mutualism and, as
Marx says in one of his letters relating to the Congress of Geneva
(I8 66) he had no expressed no collectivist or communist idea. The
influence of Proudhon thus runs parallel to anti-communism and anti-
collectivism. " (éi)
Berneri's free trade thesis is also supported by the criticisms of other
writers like Adhemer Schwitzguebel and Saverio Friscia. He concludes
his interesting letter by suggesting to Gobetti a series of studies of
economic liberalism in socialism. From such studies, he was convinced,
the historical truth would emerge that to have been an anarchist within
the lntemational was to have been a liberal of socialism.

A second article, on “Monopoly and Secularism in I8 90" (23 October
I923) is a brief historical study of the events and vicissitudes of the
Italian school system through the centuries from I335; it was towards
the eighteenth century that a secular tendency had begun to prevail in
Italian education as a result of bold reforms undertaken by enlightened
princes against intrusion by the Church. In this article Bemeri demons-
trates his professional competence as the new teacher of history and

H t-philosophy who also has a fondness for pedagogic studies. e re
ums to the subject in a later essay "Spinoza the child and Gentile the
philosopher" (26 February I924), a lively polemic directed against the
educational policy of the fascist philosopher who had brought about the
r tum of religious instruction to the State schools in contradiction to Ve
the very same lay convictions Gentile had himself once professed.

§
I now come to the comment on a short article by his friend Umberto
Morra (I9 February I924) which had passed somewhat hasty judgement
on the anarchists and needed a reply. Here are the most interesting
and significant points»:-

“ even for you (Morra) anarchism‘s most salient characteristic as a
political movement is that of violence. Now it seems to me that it is

' ° ' ' - b " L'khigh time to dispense with the equation anarchist — bom . I e so
an others Nbrra had fallen into errors of judgement on the anarch-m Y 1 ,

' ' ' ' ' d m vement n ot to be confoundedists‘ historical function as an organise o ,
with that kind of "amorphous anarchism stretching from Ravacholism to

St’ 't and Nietzschean ideas“ that dwelt at itsthe re-hashing of irrreri e
' ' ' ' ‘Ii’ I b d'r ct-margins. The activity of the organised anarc ists had’ a ways een i e

ed at the emancipation of the masses from all forms of oppression - both

0 Review »  
of organised violence and of vioience codified within the State s law
In this context Bemeri stressed that the isolated act of violence, issuing
at times from below and from a spirit of revenge, is not an end, but a
means of challenging the violence that issues from above and a conse-
quence, not a cause, of the latter. He concluded, "Your judgement
raises many other points, but The Liberal Revolution is too historicist
to give so much weight to a political force tlat now lies on the edge of
history. And this is one of the primary causes of the problems which the
anarchist movement has in attracting that wider support that would draw
it out of the tight circle in which it languishes and from which springs

the occasional act of desperation which most people call crime and mad-
ness ..."
An odd and notorious character was Massimo Rocco, a .pseudo-anarchist
individualist who was the subject of sharp argument both in and outside
the anarchist movement. His amoral and asocial attitudes - a mixture
of unbalanced and petit-bourgeois individualism, had led the adversar-
ies of anarchism, including those of integrity, to see it in an unreal
light. Quarrelsome and opportunist, this sad character was eventually
tolerated by anarchists no longer, and ended his sleep-walking advent-
ures in the sewers of fascism. It fell to Bemeri to make the explanations
and he drew his profile in The Liberal Revolution (I8 March I924):-

"Massimo Rocco has never been an anarchist. He was an individualist,
which is not the same thing. There are an infinite number of species of
individualist, but they can be reduced to two main categories. There
are the ones who cry ‘I couldn't give a fuck for humanity‘, ‘The ego is
all‘, etc., and who, with Nero-like poses and Nietzschean and Stim-
erite parrot—taIk. . . . mask an exasperated idealism and a tender heart.
These are basically decent people. Capable of paying your supper when
you're penniless. Incapabl e of spying on you or robbing you of your
overcoat when playing host to you. The other type comprises the social
climber, the bourgeois in the worst sense of the word. Poor, suffocated
by their mediocrity, desperate to live, they end as thieves, spies and
hack journalists. Libero Tancredi (Massimo Rocco) belongs to this
type coo“

§ (con-E P97)
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MALATESTA : His Life and Ideas. Edited by Vemon Richards. (Freedom
PTESS, £ 2)o _

We have been able, at last, to put into circulation
‘again this comprehensive (and, in English, only) col-
lection of Malatesta's thought, bringing anarchist
essentials to bear on problems as difficult for anarch-
ists today as for Malatesta's contemporaries. Nor has
Colin Ward's review become less relevant than the
book in the twelve years since both were first published,
and we are happy to reprint both for introduction to new
readers and re-acquaintance by older ones.

ERRICO MALATESTA (i853-1932) was an ltalian anarchist who, in the
opinion of his editor, bridges the gap between the classical socialist and
and anarchist thinkers of the l9th century and the problems of the modern
world. This book presents his thoughtiin a series of extracts from his wri-
tings, mostly translated for the first time, together with biographical
material and a commentary on his significance for modem anarchists.

Why do people call themselves anarchists? Anarchy means contrary to
authorit and does not necessarily connotate activity, the propagat|on of
alternatives, or a programme for the future. But for Malatesta, as for
Bakunin and Kropotkin,anarchy means society organised without author-
ity; it is a social aim . And if we have social aims we have problems
qnd choices_of_st_rategy, organisation, propaganda, and so on. These
are what the book is about.

People often say that it is possible to be an anarchist without having
read a word about anarchism, that anarchism is a matter of the heart
rather than the'head, that it is something to be lived and not written
about, that programmes and ‘blueprints’ are unnecessary and authoritar-
ian. And then they wonder why the anarchists are a pathetic handful of
people talking onlyto themselves. Others busy themselves with federa-
tions and secretariats which exist only in their heads. And for others,
anarchism is a kind of cult; they enjoy belonging to a sect, they savour
and pass on the more ridiculous trivialities of its history, and relish the
gossip of its contemporary nutcases. From such people, and (if one dare
hope)fl them , this book is a valuable antidotes

Malatesta and his editor may not necessarily have the right answers, but
they do raise the right questions. Malatesta says bluntly that ‘were we to
believe that organisation was not possible without authority we would be
authoritarians, because we would still prefer authority, which fetters
and impoverishes life, to disorganisation which makes life impossible'.
Nor does he believe in the alibi of trusting in the spontaneous emerg-
ence of solutions to the problems of life or of postponing all solutions
until some revolutionary apocalypse in the future:

Our solutions may be accepted by a sufficiently large
section of the population and we shall have achieved an-
archy; or they may not be understood or accepted and
then our efforts will serve as propaganda and place be-
fore the public at large the programme for a not distant
future. But in any case we must have our solutions; pro-
visional, subject to correction and revision in the light
of experience, but we must have our solutions if we do not
wish to submit passively to those of others, and limit our-
selves to the unprofitable role of useless and impatient
grumblers.

One such programme, which was adopted by the Unione Anarchica Itali-
ana, is included in the volume, as is his critical assessment of Kropotkin“
R in Malatesta's view, was led to over-simplify problems through a
kind of optimistic determinism and a belief in natural harmony. 'Wou|d
one not be closer to the truth‘, he asks, ‘in saying that anarchy is the
struggle, in human society, against the disharmonies of Nature?‘ And,
polemicising with a French anarchist, he remarks:

‘In everyliving being there exists an unconscious anar-
chist, ‘ says Colomer. Would it not be more in keeping
with the truth to say that every human being is by his
actions or potentially, a tyrant? In every- libing being there
is, to be sure, ‘the desire to grow, to brush aside every
obstacle‘, but is there also that desire to let others grow
too, which should be characteristic of the anarchist‘! _

Malatesta and
Hichcl¢ Anaiolillb in
1-endbn - '.'l"u|:/ I896

‘Only an authoritarian education teaches individuals to
respect the law, ' says Colomer; but from where have the
laws arisen, I ask, as well as the desire in some to give
an authoritarian education to others, if not from the desire
in the stronger, in the successful ones, to oppress the
defeated and to make sure of their subjectioni The anar-
chist is at the culminating point of human evolution, not at
its origin.

KEEtPLEF"l‘l s

There is a great deal in this book about revolutionary situations, and as
this country is as far from a revolutionary situation as it has ever been
in its history (and as in those parts of the world where revolutionary situ-
ations exist there is a notable absence of anarchism), these are bound to
have a theoretical concern for readers in contemporary Britain, who will
nevertheless find Malatesta's pragmatical common-sense refreshing. We
are, he reminds us, ‘only one of the forces acting in society, and history
will advance as always, in the direction of the resultant of all the for-
¢e$'. We have therefore to 'find ways of living among non-anarchists,
as anarchistically as possible, and which will further our propaganda
and offer possibilities of applying our ideas‘.

For this reason the editor has given one section of the extracts the title
"Anarchists and the limits of political co-existence", and has devoted a
chapter to Malatesta's views on the value and limitations of participa-
tion in the trade union movement. ‘For my part,‘ Malatesta declares,
'l do not believe there is "one solution" to the social problems, but a
thousand different and changing solutions in the same way as social
existence is different and varied in time and space.‘ l
And as for those 'principles' which are always being waved at us, he
remarks:

It is interesting to observe how both the terrorists and
the Tolstoyans, just because both are mystics, arrive at
practical results which are more or less similar. The
former would not hesitate to destroy half mankind so long
as the ideas triumphed; the latter would be prepared to let
all mankind remain under the yoke of great suffering
rather than violate a principle.

For myself, I would violate every principle in the world
in order to save a man. . . ‘

- col-in NAaQ_‘D
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WHEN THE LABOUR Party conference pledged itself to an Oi the British metha-
anti-fascist crusade in October 1976 I doubt if the majority O t - - _
of the people of Britain knew anythinig about the National Front Beef:efsggglgfinwlllznklgfpelehe liege egeelflglgziggggfa"
other than its name, and I'm fairly certain that a large num- d h- hlh to th ff t th t h _ .
ber of them outside the industrial cities didn't even know that, hie Laheurepzrec were e,e°e3}h‘e°,I;f’°ratS
The effect was rather like that of a man who tries to swat a Frankenstein in Fleet tgtreet or shepherds Bush He wee
bee with a coal shovel, misses and breaks open the whole , f . l
hive instead. For with the a11nr'e of being first on the bad men §§,‘.j;‘§;,§’,,f,?‘;¥;,?§;e"°bu‘§e§§§j§s§°h§;a§,§‘;§Yw§§";‘,,a,§‘§0a§b§,lPf“
wehted llet er eh lhereeelllgly llleht gdverhrhehlv the rlrdht ously an attempt toldiscredit certain of his rivals by suggest-
has, as they say, arrived. The twilight little grouping ofEast lhe that they were mere puppets in the hands of some eeeret

§£‘;‘.i'.1‘3‘iffifinrihiifififiiififittiiitil°§31i‘32.a2.ii°; were he-perish the h»uei=—we,ri~ is _
force capable of challenging the long established Liberals in - - - but Yet, 110i entirely wrong. Fleet Street did not ereate
local elections and winning: hardly a day now passes without Reg Prellrlee’ her Shepherds Bush Dlel‘ Te-Verne '-l llhlhlr
lle e erlh lh eeme eehtext lh at leaet one hetlehel their parents had more to do with that—nor did they ‘create’name Pile E .
newspaper, and even such sacred pastures of bourgeois inan- lhelr_ hgeslld hr eldelel dehlhdereleig-_ whet rhteynglg Zenwfifitgeof
ity as the Observer Colour Supplement and Punch have pro- hdllrle e eh er grew wl leprehdr e d
duced theirdohockeddlittle artioiee hetrieen tlhafiassy cigar- ~ hllhlleltyi ehd ee the Brlrleh rhedle le largely edheerretlvev
ette ads exposing the fascist threat.And still the Front seems I the Pllhllellli’ wee iller as largely re"°llrehle-
to grew’ unhindered by all the verbal alarm, hatred and But favourable or not, publicity remains publicity if you know‘
tears ll; has eeused_ why? _ | how to use it. As Adolf Hitler, the shrewdest of all this cen-

_ _ _ _ _ _ tury's many political opportunists, put it, ‘Whether they rep-
with the wereehlllg Pellrleel ehd eedherhle eelldlrldhe er the l resent us as clowns or criminals, the main thing is that they
last ten years it was, of course, inevitable that a group like mehtleh he, that they eeheerh themselves wlth he eeelh and
the NF should appear, singing sweet songs of class reconcili- e_eelh_ I Ceheeeh-t mehtleh lh the media’ primarily the ereee’
erlehw erderly ellreerev ehd hetldllel Prlde re e Perlt"h°llrge°l" and to a lesser extent radio and television as well, lends a
sie afraid of recession. As a party it describes itself as right- eertelh reepeetahlllty lh lteelh he matter hew heehlle the edl_
Wing» lJei'1'i°ti°i hati°"eliell (er lee-er Brlllleh herldhellell ehd torial treatment may be, for the media is closed to 99. 9 infin-
racist—it accepts the word as a compliment—-and puts for- lh, pereeht ef the eepulatleh el lhle eeuhh.y_ Nelthel. ll Yell,
were he e Pregrelhlhe e edelrrell hl dheelrhewledged gleehlhge nor Joe next door is ever going to be interviewed on television
rrdhl wrlrere he dlreree he rllrlerv Marx ehd Chllrehlll hole‘ or get articles written about us in the Observer Colour SuBple-

-1a- 

lered “P wlrh e hhelrer er Perlr'h°llrgedle Perehdlei he-rred dr ment—but to know someone who has! hioimadtter if he is a
edeleryle derelletev elld edhrerhpt rdr the 'd°"gd°dere' i the lohiid-murderer or a rapist it is the equivalent, a hundred
'e°rl' illdgeev Peyeheleglere ehd edelel werlrere whd try rd years ago, of knowing someone who was received at court;
help them- e for if the eye of the TV camera is less gracious than the hand
Yet it would be foolish to deny that the Front's ideological of the Queen, the status it confers is not much less. Yester-
tune, harsh as it sounds, contains its idealistic and even re- day's motheaten bigot ranting outside the pub door, becomes
volutionary notes. It is an eclecticideology and, like all such today's ‘serious political alternative‘ if in thermeantime the
can accommodate quite a spectrum of political shades, from wand of the media has been waved over him. And soon, here
the conservative patriot, the impatient Monday Clubber, and there, breaks appear in the voiceof universal condemna-
through the disappointed liberal to the nationalist-minded tion. It's happening already. The §__'Ll_l__l and the Daily Mirror,
socialist, all banded together in uneasy alliance, lei; the old those masterpieces of myopia, regularly cataologoijeitlie Front's
country and agginst the enemies who are responsible for its activities (though they never refer to the doings of the Commu-
decline. Racist maniacs and truncheon-wielding thugs there nist Party) with the same muscular ‘eave 'alf a brick at ‘im
are in the Front, but most of its voters are neither. They mentality of their Victorian grandfathers, but in Fleet Streets
are predominantly members of the small business and shop- sedater publications the tone is increasingly one of ‘Of course,
keeping strata of society who have no natural party of their I don't actually agzee with these deplorable people in the Nati-
own-—as the middle class proper has in the Conservatives onal Front, but—', and if John Tyndall, Martin Webster and
and the trade union workers have in the Labour Party-—who co. haven't yet appeared on late night chat shows, I'm sure
don't have the capitalists‘ relative security in the face of the time when they will isofast approaching, Punk is chic al-
heavy taxation and an uncertain economic future, and who as- ready: how long will it be before the Front's authoritarian
suage their bitterness about life as it is by referring to the e patriotism is chic as well?
leg! °.“ -it their e-root’ now ooooooo’ out will bodl In the 1940s, when a whole army of American psychologistsgreat again England, not as so much earth or so many go ess- . - was employed to analyse Hitler away and produced enough
otoooooo’ out oo oomoolme almost myooool’ omooooog to o bumf to smother the whole Waffen SS in one go, some lonehope for lifelas it should be. In consequence its appeal_is pri- shrink Somewhere came up with a single good idea_the
moroy omoooool’ ego its ololetmgot of oooomo torloo lo fuhrericomplex, the desire of the anonymous little man,
phrased in oooboro goooro oo ooo'  ncers of big business and organised labour, to
But this still doesn't explain why the Front is hitting the vases satisfy his blistered ego by becoming a Leader, just like Hit-
of Fleet Street: after all, it is no bigger than the small Com- le,-_, the archtypical iiittle man‘, with his own Party, blindly
munist Party whom no one has taken seriously for years, and 1Oya1 to him pg;-gongiiy, and a conspiracy theory to explain
teteiiy Witheut the CP'e ihihlehee in the i1PPe1‘ eeheiehe Oi the away his own failures and frustrations. It was precisely as
TUC leadershin It has not a single MP or H single local such a party that the Front began. Its leaders were little men
government councillor as yet, and how often has a National who had tried’ and fa-119d’ to be everyfl-ling else (Tories, Lib-
Freht candidate saved his depeeiti’ WhY the" the Fleet Street erals, Socialists, market gardeners, booksellers, farmers),
tom -toms? Why the woeful posturing qf Labour Party mag- and its led were other little men like them who were too small
nates and the defensive gestures of the Tories? The answer to interest the big boys in the TU_(; or CB1, and who bandeg i-,0-
is eimliiei the Freht has heeeme Pelt ei the eeheetieh ieddel‘ gether for mutual comfort against a hostile world. For as



long as the leaders were content to harangue a couple of hun-
dred faithful" followers in a hall once or twice a year and so t
feel important (y_i_d£ the average leader of your local Maoist
clique) the Front stayed put. When the leaders‘ ambitions be-
gan to mushroom, prodded by the militants within its ranks,
the Front began to grow, and the little meeting-hall was no
longer enough. What do you talk to when imro or three hundred
hand-clappers don't satisfy you? Answer : you talk to the
media. And so the NF's leaders began to talk to the media.
Hitler had realised more than fifty years ago that the media
does not exgess popular opinion, but represents its own idea
of popular opinion, and fashions it as well. Consequently, if
you live in a country whose population numbers dozens of mil-
lions spread over thousands of square miles and can only
reach a tiny fraction of them, speak to the media instead and
the media will do the reaching for you. Now everything the
Front does is done with one eye to the media, and the media,
protesting how much it hates the Front, responds heart and
soul". The Front is news; the media exist to purvey news;
the one needs the other, it's that simple. I daresay every
time some hack squeaks out his bit about ‘Of course I disagree
with the odious National Front, .but—' another twenty or
thirty people write off to Croydon to join up.
But while the protesting media has publicised the Front to the
hilt, the Labour Party (also protesting) has shown itself un-
able to deal with the jackbooted genie it conjured up to scare
the children in October last year, and again we must ask--
why? The answer, I think, is that, whatever the Daily Tele-
glam may say to the contrary, the Labour Party is no longer
the party of Keir Hardie and hairy revolution. The double
chins of Callaghan, Healey and Castle quiver the chords of
the Red Flag with all the tear -jerking hypocrisy of an atheist-
ic stockbroker groaning out his Onward Christian Soldiers on
Sunday morning, and Jack Jones's much photographed cloth
cap is about as ritualistic as a bishop's mitre. The socialism
of the new post-Gaitskell generation of Labour intellectuals is
that of a university educated class of apparatchiks, not that of
pit workers in Durham, and in its professionalism it slides
more and more towards the pragmatic approach of the busi-
ness-like post-Butler Tories. This 'Butskellism', this meet-
ing in the centre with a long hollow thud, this slide away from
the red socialism of Hardie and the blue imperialism of
Churchill towards a liberal social democracy of the middle
tinged in various shades of violet, results in the simple mana-
gerial politics of business-suited bureaucrats dressed up in
all purpose liberal phrases. The media has been caught in the
trap of its own liberalism. The easy-going philosophy of the
sixties which gave automatic right of platform to minorities,
no matter how small or eccentric, cannot withdraw that right
from the National Front without destroying itself--as the
flurry of letters to the Times after every Front march indi-
cates. To the extent that the post-Gaitskell Labour leadership
has been 'liberalised', the same is true of it as well. This is
why, in dealing with the Front, the labour Party and the TUC
have mingled the boisterous up and at ‘em language of social-
ists with the practical scruples of liberal democrats. A more
unsatisfactory combination it is difficult to imagine, but it is
the essence of liberalism.
It is so long since the Labour movement in this country has
had a real fight on its hands that it has forgotten how to fight.
True, it issues condemnatlons: true, its conference deleg-
ates damn fascists and racists in language ranging from the
New State_§_;_nan's public schoolboy accents to Militant's de-
ranged rantlng: but behind this sound and fury, what has it
actually done? Here and there trades councils have refused
the use of this or that hall; here and there activists have

t Review 4‘ ,3
picketed meetings, often in significant numbers; but the
mighty national organization of the Labour Party and the TUC
has not matched its words with deeds: it gave the Front a
million poundsworth of free publicity, made it into a great
danger when in fact it was only a small threat, and allowed it
to jump into radical's clothing as Britain's only persecuted
political party—and many people, neither fascists nor racists
nor any other breed of bogeyman, but ordinary confused and
repressed men and women, will respect it for that and, for
the first time, listen to its message. S

*

And the cure! The best cure for the Front is to cure the
grievances of which the Front is merely a symptom, a list -
which could stretch to the end of this magazine but which*'in-
clude stagnant waiting lists for council housing, economic
harassment through heavy taxation and rising prices, the
seeping totalitarianism of government bureaucracies, and the
steady subordination of Britain's free trade union-movement
to the state ambitions of a few worker aristocrats. The worst
cure is government coercion. With the Prevention of Terror-
ism Act already on the statute book, an act allowing only sel-
ective polifical opinions to be expressed would reduce this
country's old and sadly moribund democracy to the same
level of glittering pompous uselessness as the Life Guards‘
swords.
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The leaves seem to be falling at last on the long Indian sum-
mer of Butsekellism, that soggy liberalism by default in
which British politics has wallowed for the past twenty years.
The National Front is a symptom of the growing reaction
against that era and the permissiveness associated with it,
but it is a cure for no evil. Rather it—and its jealous twin
brother, the Trotskyist left—may one day provide the excuse
for the rising new generation of managerial politicians to toss
away all lingering liberal restraints and institute a regime of
control for the sake of control, emancipated from all ethical
pretensions, and consequently from any need to regard its
subordinated citizenstas anything other than statistics on a
wall chart. That, and not thereturn of the Plantagenets, will
be the net effect of Mr. Tyndall, the National Front, and all
their malodorous ilk.

COLIN MACKAY.
. 
Notes for non-E nglish readers e
TUC Trades Union Congress S
CBI Confederation of British Industry(E mployers)
Butler/Gaitskell Successive Prime Ministers, (the former

" Conservative, the latter Labour)
Plantagenets Kings of England, 12th-13th century



The Sa of Ho Island and Other Essays in Inconvenient Hist-
%_15yby James J. Martin, Ralph Myles Publisher, Inc. l§'i'i
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THE TRADITION of the court jester was complemented by
that of the court historian. If the job of the first was to amuse
the monarch, the job of the second was to glorify him and his
ancestors. Nowadays, of course, historians are not so blat-
antly organs of the Establishment, but many of them still seek

1  

and such intangible consequences as flow from the application
of intellectual curiosity. "
In this application of his intellectual curiosity Mr Martin ex-
humes one of the biggest defence and war scandals of World -A
War I in the USA, the shipbuilding yard known as Hog Island.
He acidly delineates the decline of Britain as a world power
following participation in World War 2. In a controversial
piece on Mussolini's campaign against the Mafia, he claims
that Mussolini's regime was not as repressive as it is actually
depicted and lets his anger at the Mafia lead him close to a
"law and order brigade" position. The attack on Pearl Harb-
our by the Japanese in 1941 is shown by him to have been delib-
erately allowed by the Roosevelt government in order to pro-

fame abd an easy life by writing and re-writing the kind of his- . vide a cogent excuse to declare war. He deplores the legend
tory their masters desire. As James J. Martin points out in
the introduction to his new book:- ,
"The preparation of convenient history has long been a lucrative
undertaking. Besides making an Establishment feel comfortable and
secure, as well as justifying its policies, it can result in the re-
flection upon its authors of official smiles and blessings which con-
vert into things as secure and generously paid official and academic
posts, and many related prebends and benefactions. Their patrons
can also have harnessed to such functionaries a machinery of fav-
ourable publicity which unwearyingly promotes them and their
works as paragons of veracity and literary brilliance, while
showering them with prizes, awards and dazzling distinctions.
Their suitability for unending reverence and respect is not con-
sidered necessary to be further emphasized. And their official
accounts become the political scriptures of powerful interest
groups, and are repeated unceasingly in the Establishment mass
communication media, while being assiduously logrolled in the
upper levels of the academic ‘watchdogs of the intellect‘ leading
to additional veneration. "

Mr Martin is not a writer of "convenient history!‘ For the
last quarter of a century he has been one of those few but
necessary mavericks who refuse to go along with the academic
herd. In his pursuit of what actually did happen in history he
has produced such works as Men A%inst the State, American
Liberals and World Politics l - and evisionisf View-

1'nt§, as well as 51'ng the editbrial inspirafion of that estim-
agle series of brochures, Libertarian Broadsides. To these
he has- now added a new volume of essays, The Saga of Hog
Island .
He does not expect to overthrow the current history establish-
ment by its publication. Nonetheless, "if inconvenient history
has any utility, it is up to those who wish to use it to take the
initiative. It has no ostensible purpose other than the person-
al satisfaction of the writer, the enhancement of the record,

of Colin Kelly, a now forgotten "hero" of the Japanese attack
on the Philippine Islands. And in his final essay he gives a
masterly account of the legal framing of "Tokyo Rose", a
Japanese-American woman named Iva Toguri D'Aquino, who
was accused of being a radio propagandist for Japan between
1941 and 1945, and who, after a long fight, was completely
pardoned by President Ford just before he gave way to Pres-
ident Pepsodent.
Three appendices deal with the hypocrisy of the American
State on blacklisting, the "Morgenthau Plan", made public in
1944, "for the partioning, devastation, pillaging and pastoril-
ization of Germany" and "Fifty Years of Political Assassinat-
ions", a beautifully ironic and succinct account of one of the
expanding industries of our times. (1)
It is doubtful if many readers of FREEDOM will agree with
all of Mr Martin's interpretations. I do not myself. But arg-
one who is interested in looking behind the verbal smokescreen
put up by the proto-1984 historians of today will find the mater-
ial he presents of great value in making their own assessments
of who did what to whom - and why.

S.E. PARKER
 

(l) E recent controversies on the death of Carlo Tresca, Mr Martin
considers it more likely that Tresca was murdered by agents of Stalin
than by agents of Mussolini. The latter, he writes, "had far more press-
ing things on his mind in early I943 than the writings of a little-read
journalist in an ltalian language anarchist newspaper published 4,000
miles away ... . (Besides) Tresca wrote as heatedly, if not more so,
against the Communists as he did against the Fascists ... (and) an anti-
Communist line in I943 was a dangerous position for anyone in the United
States. The hostility towards ltalian fascism in other ltalian language
papers here such as Aldo Felicani's "Controcorrente" in Boston or the
New York "L'Adunata dei Refrattori", went beyond that expressed by
Tresca. Nothing happened to them . " j _ _ _

THE DIFFERENT nationalities in the Iberian peninsula are struggling to
regain the liberties they lost during the creation of the Spanish empire.
lnevitably, this will influence the revival of a free workers‘ movement,
although the two have often gone different ways. ln Catalonia, for
example, where the CNT is particularly strong, it has traditionally j
rejected the bourgeois nationalism of the Lliga whose "nationalism"
glossed over class conflict. Yet at the some time opposed tendencies are
at work. lt is well known that in the Basque country, in particular, the
workers’ movement has taken the lead from the bourgeosie in calling
for national self-determination, because of the collaboration between
the government of Franco and the Basque ruling class.

Traditionally, anarchosyndicalism is federalist rather than nationalist,
stressing international solidarity and the free commune, and this has
played a critical part in the debate, a debate not only between differ-
ent currents within the worl<ers' movement but within the CNT itself.
Although the question is being debated most fiercely, as it always is,
in Catalonia and the Basque country, Euskadi, it is apparent throughout
practically the whole peninsula. For example lnformaciones of Madrid
on the 25th of April reported the l0,000-sftong gathering in Villalar de
los Comuneros and referred to "... an almost wholly youthful audience

anarchists
... dozens of flags, purple, red, black and even the BASQUE national
flag, the lkurrina ... There was also a huge national flag on the bal-
cony of the town hall, in front of which the demonstrators demanded
that the Pendon of Castille be brought out . .. The most vociferous tum-
ed out to be from the CNT. And this in a region that still prides itself
on its traditional description as the 'Centre."' However, the question is
not always raised with such unanimity. In the journal Euskadi Confederal
(no. l May I977) the following appeared under the heading The CNT of
Euskadi:

"The Viscayan section of the CNT in Euskadi has decided to reaffirm,
as_in I939, that the CNT of Euskadi holds a position equal to that of the
other members of the Spanish CNT and is a member in its own right of the
AIT. 'Spain' it declared, 'is what remains of the empire created through
the force of arms by the Catholic Kings and is, today, a multinational
'State'. lts Spanish regions, and those of other nationalities such as the
Basque, the Catalan and the Galician, are held together, it declared,
by violence and repression.

"Those comrades who, because of the organic traditions of the CNT (or
rather their own interpretation of them) do not accept here and now the
establishment of 'Spain' as a multinational state, match the most react?

i Cc-Int: next: page)
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ionary, imperialist and repressive forces of the state and create serious
obstacles to the unity and development of the CNT, the AIT and the »
libert'arian movement. We censure them and formally call upon them to,
change their position. " A

The debate has not ceased even in Euskadi itself as is suggested by the
article with the same title The National Confederation of Labour in
Euskadi, which was published by the local federation of San Salvador del
Valle in Sestao Confederal, no. I, June I977 and which concluded with
the words, "We see the solution to the social and national problem in
two stages, one in the short term and the other in the long term. The
former would involve recognition of Euskadi as a nation but in the long
term we are struggling to create Libertarian Communism. This would
mean the abolition of capital and the state and the establishment of self-
management within the Basque community. In the short term, we consid-
er Euskadi a community in which all the characteristics of a community
are found, linguistic, ethnic etc. It is a community capable of determin-
ing its own future and we therefore demand its right to self--determination.
We believe that a Statute of Autonomy, freely put together by the Basque
people themselves, could be the beginning of the decolonisation of Eus-
kadi. In the same way we advocate autonomy for the different provinces
and regions that make up Euskadi. However, we are conscious of the
need in this first period to ensure that the powerful forces of Basque cap-
italism should not continue their oppression of the working class by the
same means of exploitation used in all capitalist countries. Autonomy in
these circumstances would be merely the transfer of power into different
hands."

The social federalism of the anarchosyndicalists in Catalonia traditionally
has as its objective the control by workers and peasants of the means of
production and the creation of self-managed collectives. The historical
conflict between this and the political federalism of the Catalan bourg-
eoisie is well known in Catalonia and is the background to the article
by Pere Sola in Mundo, Barcelona, l9th_ June I976.

"During the Republic, the CNT passed a statute of autonomy which could
be, and was, used against the proletariat ._.. as Peiro put it, ‘What use-
is a statute to us that frees Catalonia, but leaves the Catalans as slaves?
5.. From the I8-l9th July onwards, the objective of the anarchosyndical-
' ' ' I ' wards libertarian communism and,

"The organisation of labour" was the last article of Bemeri's to appear
in Gobetti's magazine. This was on I0 March I925. It was ya balanced
argument about the position of the labour movement vis-a-vis a now
triumphant fascism. The political currents organised in the mass parties
and organisations of opposition were those of the socialists, communists,
populists (forerunners of the christian democrats) and the syndicalists -
both reformist and revolutionary. It was evident that an organisation of
labour could not be led or dominated by the Confederation 3 Labour
which, in the main, provided a centralised reformist framework for
the workers-' movement. Bemeri focused his attention on the
revolutionary syndicalist current on which he made, among others, the
fol lowing points:-

"This current is born out of the reaction to socialist politicism; its task
is to support the sindacato (trade union) as the cell of reconstruction in-
opposition to the centralised State, to oppose legalistic action with
direct action, etc. But, then, with the movement divided and in disarray
revolutionary syndicalism has been detennined by the ltalian Syndicalist
Union (7), in the hands of organisers who were more or less anarchist or
anarchistic." And Bemeri was critical of the failure of the Uniontto
help establish or cooperate in a common front against fascism. He pointed
out that, on the contrary, "the syndicalist policy of the anarcho—syndic-
alists and their syndicalist fellow-travellers contributed to the degener-
ation of the other revolutionary vanguards ," that were necessary to
defeat fascism.
At all events, Bemeri's was a personal judgement that could more or less
have been shared in that particular period in history by his comrades in
struggle, when he wrote, "A labour movement composed of organisations
coordinated to fight the battles of syndicalism, bbt at the some time
autonomous as regards participation or not in political struggles, would
be an experience rich in constructive results. " K

. MICHELE CORSENTINO

to a degree, it succeeded, especially in Aragon, Valencia and Catalon-
ia. Yet it was precisely then, especially towards the end of 37, that nat-
ional Catalan autonomy reached its highest point. It was the CNT which
appeared as the advocate of autonomous rights in the face of a central
govemment increasingly dominated by the Stalinists. "

Sola concludesby pointing out the contraditictions in the CNT's distrust
of bourgeois nationalism and its approbation of "Spanish national unity. "
He goes on to urge anarchosyndicalists to clarify and evaluate the nat-
ional grievances in Spain and abroad on the basis of its revolutionary
experiences in Catalonia, Pais Valencia and Aragon. Here it was evid- »
ent that national or regional feeling are inseparable from the restructur-
ing of society.

The press reporting of the magnificent meeting at Montjuich on the 2nd
July I977 shows how urgent such a clarification is. Before more than
two hundred thousand people ("... the excited atmosphere and the con-
tinuous chanting of those present" at this "gigantic meeting " - El Pais,
3rd July) Jose Peirats criticised national ists, among other reasons, be-
cause of their abuse of those who do not speak Catalan. This was reported
in Diario I6, 4th July under the headline “CNT against nationality."
The serious confusion between "nationality" and "nationalism" is still
more evident in the report by Margarita Saenz-Diez in lnformaciones,
4th July I977.

"We have been promised much. Even a statute of autonomy. Well, we
know what that is - a sham, a matter of govemment. True autonomy
does not lie in half measures, where one set of masters takes power in
place of another, while the worker remains as before ... Instead of
regional statutes, we demand free communes. "

Although the remarks of the former editor of Solidaritat Obrera were
useful, the question is more complex, as was bome out by the commun-
ique from the Catalonian Committee of the CNT, issued on the 5th July.
Peirats‘ remarks, it said, were made "in a personal capacity, and do not
wholly reflect the views of the organisation." and went on to express its
support for regional autonomy and a wish to see its benefits passed on to
the working class. The debate continues.

- From Bicicletta, the anarchosyndicalist international bulletin.
Translated by the North London Group of the Anarchist Communist
Association.

N otes

(I) Benito,GanelIone. Paolo Schicchi's name for Benito Mussolini. .
Ganellone is the traitor Gano di Maganza, from the Chanson de Roland.
In later chivalrous poetry the name Gano is synonimous with traitor.

(2) "clientelist undergrowth", known in ltalian as "sottogovemo" or
"sub—government" , a labyrinthine structure of shady dealings between
government and its clients, underpinning official political life. (Trans.)

(3) Gaetano Salvemini. An outstanding liberal historian who showed
much sympathy for the anarchist and libertarian movement. (Trans.)

(4) Collaborators of La Rivoluzione Liberale included people as diverse
from one another as Giovanni Amendola and Vilfredo Pareto, Epicamo
Corbino and Giustino Fortunato, Luigi Einaudi and Augusto Monti,
Emesto Rossi and Riccardo Bauer, Attilio Piccioni and Curzio Malaparte,
Guido_Dorso and Tommaso Fiore, Luigi Salvatorelli and Natalino Sa -
egno, Rodolfo Mondolfo and Luigi Sturzo, Giovanni Ansaldo and Mfirio
Missiroli, Ascoli and Prezzolini, Umberto Mon'a di Lavriano and
Camillo Bemeri.

(5) Cfr. L'idee generale de la Revolution au dix-neuvieme siecle -
Gamier, Paris l85l, p. I08.

(6) For references to Bakunin on economic liberalism see Oeuvres I,
I3-26-29, Oeuvres I, pp. 30 onwards , Oeuvres I, 29. (English referen-
ces not here given).

(7) Unione Sindacale ltaliana (USI). Formed as the revolutionary syndic-
alist organisation in opposition to the reformist Confederazione Generale
ltaliana del Lavoro. Its first secretary was Alceste De Ambris who was
succeeded by Armando Borghi when De Ambris became an interventionist
and volunteered for the front in l9I5. With the outbreak of war USI's
antimilitarism became more accentuated, and Borghi- issued a manifesto
urging the workers to "prepare to transform the hateful war between
the nations into liberating civil war. " I

 Q

Footnote Max Sartin's booklet, Bemeri in Soagna (Edizioni RL -
lglesias, Cagliari, Sardinia) is available with an introduction by Gianni
Carrozza, in Italian only, from Freedom Bookshop, price 35p.
The above article on Bemeri has been slightly edited in course of

. K

translation.
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